Optical Systems for Medical Applications to be Showcased
by FISBA at BIOMEDevice
FISBA will exhibit customized optical systems and advanced optical components including FISBA
FISCam™, FISBA RGBeam™, and Microlenses at BIOMEDevice 2017, New England's largest
medtech event.

TUCSON, ARIZ., April 18, 2017 -- FISBA, an expert in micro optics, develops solutions tailored
specifically for biomedical and imaging applications. The FISBA FISCam™, which will be featured at
BIOMEDevice May 3-4, is a customizable micro camera delivering impressive 400 x 400 resolution
images in a compact design measuring less than 2 mm in diameter. The FISBA FISCam™ is
exceptionally tiny and lightweight, yet still produces crystal clear images for a number of innovative
applications including endoscopy, online analysis, process monitoring, process control, and particle
detection and counting.

Micro Camera for Medical Imaging, FISBA FISCam™

FISBA will also have their FISBA RGBeam™ and microlenses on hand at BIOMEDevice. The FISBA
RGBeam™ is a customizable laser module offering precise alignment, adaptable wavelength and power,
and fiber coupling with single-mode and multi-mode fibers. The FISBA RGBeam™ is often used for
medical diagnostics and is also a solution for virtual and augmented reality. FISBA’s microlenses for
medical applications are available in diameters as small as 0.5 mm and are offered in various glass types
and shapes. These microlenses are widely used for various medical systems, including endoscopy and
other life science applications.

Discover more by visiting FISBA at BIOMEDevice Booth 360.

About FISBA
FISBA is a worldwide leading supplier of customized optical components and systems. For over 60 years,
it has been a company priority to stay progressive without losing sight of FISBA’s founding values. This
mindset has enabled FISBA to become one of the most innovative suppliers in the optics industry, as well
as a trusted partner to customers. FISBA operates at locations in Switzerland, Germany and the USA.
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